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attractive leather grain effect finish. Made
from durable, non-slip polyurethane, it is
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and offers a harmonious combination of
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elegant design and sophisticated comfort.
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The new Elegance seat is lightly padded
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hard wearing and easy to keep clean.

Comfort
The ergonomically designed

Brown

Comfort Chair TM has a self lifting feature
that enables the user to be easily lifted to
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their feet, or safely lowered into a seated
position.
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Panda
The Panda seat is available in four sizes,
suitable for children from 1 to 9 years old.
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82, First Avenue
Pensnett Estate
Kingswinford
West Midlands
DY6 7FJ

N.B. The weight limit for the above seats is 125kg (19.5 st).

With a single movement you turn the
seat and stand up easily and safely,
at exactly the right place.

Textphone (180015) 020 7490 8913 ext 05
Voicephone (18002) 020 7490 8913 ext 05
Dealer Support 0844 225 3121

The footrest and carriage are fitted with
safety edges so that the stairlift will
automatically stop if it comes into
contact with any obstacle on the stairs.
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Please be aware that actual colours may very slightly from these shown. All information
is provided in good faith but does not constitute a guarantee. Handicare reserves the right
to alter designs and specifications without prior notice.

Enquiries@handicare.co.uk
User Support 08700 118282
www.handicare.co.uk

FreeliftStairlifts

FreeliftStairlifts
The Rails

FreeliftStairlifts
Seat Features

45° Travel

Safety Belt
Fitted as standard
for your protection
and security

The Van Gogh stairlift is designed for use
on the outside bend of curved stair cases.
It consists of a single tubular rail, which is
less than 8cm in diameter, and provides
a safe, smooth and comfor table ride up

Cream

even the most complicated of stair cases.
It runs almost silently and the compact
design allows plenty of space for other
stair users.

Joystick
This easy to use control can be

Grey

positioned on left or right ar m

Brown

Key Switch

Seat belt Extension

The key can be removed to

Available as optional extra

Rail end variations - top and bottom

prevent unauthorised use

The Rembrandt stairlift has the same
luxurious and low-noise qualities as the
Van Gogh but is specially designed for
the inside bend of the stairs. Because the
rail runs above the narrow side of the
stairs, the broad section of the stairs
remains completely free for other stair
users.

90° top parking bend

Cream
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to be swivelled enabling safe
mounting and dismounting

Automatic folding hinge

Powered Swivel*

Our automatic folding hinge is easily operated via the
joystick and remote controls. Only 800mm of wall
space is required from 1st nose to back wall.

joystick

The arm rests and foot support

Drop Nose

Bottom over-run

90° parking
bend bottom

180° parking
bend bottom

We always attach great importance to installing your stairlift to the highest
professional standards.

is available, operated by the

Space Saving Design

Standard

Installed in half a day without
any construction work

Manual Swivel
Push down lever allows seat

Brown

Top over-run

Experienced engineers complete the job in half a day , in most cases, without
any alterations to your staircase.

can be folded away easily,
maximising the clear space
on the stairs.

Once a Handicare is installed the engineer will demonstrate and explain just
how easy your stairlift is to use.

Footrest Linkage*
Simultaneously folds up with
seat

The arm rests and foot suppor t can then be folded away, clearing as much
space as possible for other stair users.

Off-centre Footrest*
A unique design available
for tight winding steps

Why choose a
Handicare Stairlift?

*optional

45° Downward Facing Seat
Handicare’s tight-fitting

The Classic Seat is able to travel downwar d facing at 45°.

drop nose rail can save

This means that where a stairwell is par ticularly narrow, or a user has

having to fit a hinged track

limited knee flexion, you can fit a Fr eelift Van Gogh rail with a 45° seat

at the bottom of the stairs.

and special footplate. Minimum stair width 690mm (approx 27”).

A wall length of o nly

This could avoid the inconvenience of major building adaptations, or save

250mm is re quired.

on the cost of a thr ough floor lift.
Precision manufacturing
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Custom designing a lift

•

You remain in your own familiar surroundings

•

Safe, secure, easy transport up and down stairs

•

Smooth and quiet operation

•

Slim and stylish design for comfor t and ease of use

•

Chairs with stylish leather grain ef fect or comfortable
fabric

•

Installation within half a day and without damage
to walls

•

Full warranty and comprehensive after sales service
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